
Fundraising/Public Relations Meeting Minutes, submitted by Christy Hewitt 
 June 27, 2019 
 
Present: LeAnne Doose, Mitch Maire, Dana Jelinek, Courtney Berg, Kristin johnson, Megan Cure, Brook 
Sautter, Ryan Heavican, Christy Hewitt 
Excused: Kathy Woitaszewski, Bruce Eberle, Jimmy Reed 
 
 
1.  Go Big Give - Overall, Go Big Give made the million dollar mark. Habitat for Humanity made a total of 
$17,008.51. Next year the event will be held on May 7th. Merritt Medical Foundation won their $10,000 in 
donations. Cheer pages, newly encouraged this year, didn’t do really well for most organizations.  
 
2. Mr. Habitat- Jan Vavricek has agreed to work in the kitchen one more year and will train someone to 
take over the tremendous job she has done over the years of heading up the kitchen operations.  Megan 
thinks it would be a good idea to have someone step in to the kitchen and take over - perhaps someone 
who can shadow her this year. Brook said yes!!! Mitch will MC again with Sra Kirkley. Pioneer Door and 
SpaceMan storage will be sponsors for the competition. Levanders will be the Qtego sponsors.  
 
Kristin talked about the public relations portion of the event.  Our gentlemen will start competition on July 
1st when each will get their own facebook page. There will be “get to know you” information up soon.  The 
billboards are now up. No special events are scheduled yet, other than restaurants. Each was asked to 
get at last one $2,500. We already have 6-7 salads from churches. Flyers have already been sent for 
table sponsors.  
 
3. Thrivent - Courtney announced that the wall of money at Messiah sold out so we have a $5,050 
addition to the fund, which is now at $36,819.01 toward the $55,000 matching grant.  
 
4. Harvest of Harmony - Building Dreams, Friends, and Memories is the theme this year, so we are going 
to enter again. We are going to ask Janel for the trailer and truck again. Mitch and Ryan will help to 
decorate the trailer again. 
 
5. Build a Dream - Our event will be held in February, at Riverside this year.  Jimmy is trying to get a 
donation from Anderson Ford. Kristin is working on a design for the theme. Courtney suggested we 
highlight the great success we have had this year.  We need 39 wood pieces - 12 inches or smaller and 1 
inch thick or so for center pieces. Mitch and Ryan are going to be in charge of getting those made.  
 


